Northern Obedience Dog Club
Established 1954
Affiliated with the
Victorian Canine
Association

Class Times

Patron: The Mayor of Moonee Valley

Proudly sponsored by

Strathmore
Community Bank®
Branch

Sunday 10am-10:50am
Puppies, Classes 2, 4, 6
Sunday 11:10am-12pm
Classes 1, 3, 5, 7
Wednesday 7pm-8pm
All classes; no Puppies

NOTICES
29 Oct – Day out at Kepala
30 Oct – Melbourne Cup
Weekend – NO TRAINING
6 Nov – Applications close for
End of year trophies
13 Nov – Obedience & Rally
Trial – Northcote
Obedience Club
19 Nov – Obedience & Rally
Trial x 2 – Southern
Obedience Club
27 November – NODC
Annual General Meeting
And Trophy Presentation
All Classes at 10:00 am
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Picture by Denise Gardner

NOTE: The Committee of NODC Inc. and the editor of the Howler reserve the right to edit all copy including
advertising. The opinions expressed in articles published in the Howler are not necessarily those of the Committee or
the editor. The Club assumes no responsibility for false or misleading claims made in copy submitted to this newsletter.
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Frances Hammer
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Volunteers
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Denise Gardner
Barbara Van Meurs
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From the Editor

Barbara Van Meurs

27 November 2016 is the day the Club will hold its Annual General Meeting
(AGM). Details are on page 16. Members who attended the Individual Testing Day
will have seen the Committee and Instructors at work and seen what a valuable
job they do. If you would like to nominate for Committee you can nominate now.
Please attend the meeting which also includes the awarding of club trophies and
snacks for the attendees.

President’s Podium

Leo Carroll

Reactive Dogs
Many people own dogs that by definition are “reactive
dogs”. By reactive we mean the dog has an extreme
response to an external stimulus that is in general
deemed to be an overreaction.
The reaction may express itself by:
shutting down where the dog ceases to perform normally,
fear aggression where the dog strikes out at the source of
a stimulus, cowering or hiding or flight where the dog just
runs away.
How to manage a reactive dog is one best left for the experts and done in
consultation with the owner of the dog.
At Northern Obedience we try to create an environment that is welcoming and
safe for owners of all types of dogs. It is for this reason we ask members to
respect that all dogs are different and, before you approach any dog, seek the
consent of the handler before you let the dogs engage. Once you have the
consent of the handler introduce the dogs in a controlled manner.
Where we have identified a reactive dog those dogs will wear “space jackets”.
If you see a dog with a space jacket give it space. There is no stigma attached.
It is merely a reminder to other members to do what they should already be
doing and that is checking with the handler before they approach the dog. By
consciously adopting these common courtesies members can significantly
enhance the experience for a reactive dog and help the reactive dog overcome
its irrational fear.
Volunteers
With the AGM fast approaching (27/11/2016) it is time for current committee
members to consider their commitment for 2017. It is also a time for existing
members to step up and undertake a role in the committee and make a
difference to the club.
Come to Kepala Day on Saturday October 29 2016
There will be no classes on the Sunday before Melbourne Cup Day so we have
created a Club social event at Kepala Diggers Rest on the Saturday.
We will have the use of the lagoon pool, sheltered BBQ area, Grass Run and
Agility area that will allow you to experience something different with your dogs.
Book at the Clubhouse $20 per dog. BOOK NOW!

Cheryl Yeoh

Write or contribute an
article, story, photo,
comic, joke, idea, etc. to
the Howler!
All we need is your
Name & your Source!
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WHO ARE WE?
We are considered as among the cleverer breeds.
Our breed is over 1,000 years old with a history of
travelling with the Vikings.
We weigh in at around 10kgs and come in a broad
range of colours.
Many of us are born with little or no tail...although we
are known as "Yard Dogs" because that is the length
from tip of our nose to the tip of our tail (if we have
one - it's a bit confusing)
We come in two types and are registerable as
working dogs - specializing in Welsh cattle.
We are owned by a few very famous people - Ava
Gardner (actor) and perhaps the most famous dog
owner in the world.
Put the Welsh word for dog "gi" and the Welsh word
for dwarf "cor" together - and you've found us.
Denise Gardner

REMINDERS
Please keep a lead on your dog at all
times, even between classes, unless
asked to remove it by your class
instructor.
Remember to adhere to Club Rules and
listen to the instructors.
While you are at the Club you are
responsible for you and your dog’s
actions. Ensure there is sufficient space
between each dog so that they are
unable to play with another dog or
make another dog feel uncomfortable.

2016 ClassES

Classes for the rest of 2016 start at
10am for Puppy & “Even numbered
classes”, and 11am for “Odd
numbered classes”.
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info@strathmoreveterinaryclinic.com.au
www.strathmoreveterinaryclinic.com.au/

314 Napier St, Strathmore VIC

MUSCAT’S DOG MINDING

THE DOG’S BATH

Come and stay with me when your owners travel.
Have fun safely. We’ll go walking daily.
And you can sleep inside or outside.
But I only want large dogs,
about my size, to play with.

9331 7174

Call Maggie: 03 9379 0140
Or email her: magg_robb1@optusnet.com.au

42 Wingara Avenue
Keilor East VIC 3033
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Written by Glyn Burnup

Barking…. Speaking….. calling the pack's attention to?
This is the double edged sword of owning a dog.
We want them to alert us to what is going on around the home but
we don’t want them to keep barking or bark continually when we
are out. When my dog first watched horses and other dogs on the
TV she would bark until they disappeared. When this started to
happen I consulted Doctor Dunbar’s ‘Good Little Dog Book’ and
found a simple program which rewarded the dog for the guarding
behaviour but showed how to get your dog to understand the shush
command.
The beginning of the sequence is to use the events which trigger barking. This must be
Something you can control such as the door bell or in my case the sound on the TV. Have the
children or a friend ready to push the door bell and when you give the command word, to the
dog, such as speak or woof, the accomplice presses the doorbell and pup barks.
By repeating these actions a few times your dog will bark at your request in anticipation of the
door bell. Be patient and make sure everyone in the family knows what to do.
Now we add the Shush part. Give the speak command and praise profusely, this alone can often
surprise the dog. After a couple of barks give the shush command and offer a food treat…..
they can't sniff and bark at the same time so praise as soon as the barking stops.
Give the reward and reinforce with 'good shush'. If you speak quietly most dogs will stop
barking to listen.
In other words use a natural sequence to allow you to put words to the barking action as well as
the silence. Repeat and gradually build up the number of times you practice this sequence.
Thank you Doctor Dunbar. I’m sure the internet also has sites which would give similar
information.
Barking is a very complex issue and frequently not as simple a problem as I encountered.
When related to separation anxiety it can be very distressing for both dogs and humans but
there is help out there if you seek it. Make sure that your neighbours feel able to talk to you so
you will know if there is an issue rather than the first indication is a local council employee
turning up on your door step. Again be proactive!!!!!
When training find named actions that go with the behaviour rather than against it.
Have a question for our
instructors? Submit your
questions to “Paws for
Thought” at Clubhouse
Reception.
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CLUB ACTIVITIES 2016
All Committee Meetings are held on the 2nd Monday of the month, starting at 7.00 pm.
All Instructors’ Meetings are held on the 1st Sunday of the month, after classes are completed.

W
r
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t
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n

29 October

Club day out at Kepala

30 October

Melbourne Cup Weekend – NO TRAINING

6 November

Applications close for end of year trophies.

13 November

Obedience & Rally Trial – Northcote Obedience Club*.

19 November

Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Southern Obedience Club*.

27 November

Annual General Meeting and Trophy Presentation. (All Classes at 10:00am)
l

4 December

Last day of training.

11 December

Xmas Break Up – Games Day for dogs and humans.

5 Feb 2017

Classes recommence. Summer training times 9:00 am – 11:00 am.

*Club sash donated

JOIN THE DOTS PUZZLE
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Denise Gardner
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Warm
Name

Dog's name

Breed

Michelle & Sean Howard

Fenton

Labradoodle

Heath Whitsed
Brooke Parfrey
David Chalmers
Kelly Sinclair
Adam Anderson
Michelle Pawinska
Clare Christian
Liam Taylor
Carolin Tumpach
Jemimah Lawrence
Mitchell Smith
Steven Gibaldi
Jennifer McKenzie
Melissa Brown
Chin Lee
Rachel Wellington
Leah Hickey
Ryan Molan
Jonathan Arnold
Annesley & Angela Grieg

Ochre

Groodle

Saffron

Staffordshire Bull Terrier

Demi

Doberman

Maggie
Spot
Gorbi
Charlie
Pinot
Freddie
Fizzy
Penny

British Bulldog
Labrador
Labrador
Jack Russell Terrier
Jack Russell X Fox Terrier
Labrador
Japanese Spitz
Greyhound

Yume
Moby

Akita
German Shorthaired Pointer

Yuki
Beau

White Swiss Shepherd
Border Collie

Danny & Kate Lennon
Ross Upton
Ozgur Toremis
Tracey & David McCleane
Taner Yesilbas
Tina Ogilvy
Jake & Ella Bromley
Cherrie & Simon Arnold

Abbie
Pasha

Kelpie X Collie
Dobermann

Eddie
Paige
Indy
Ava
Midnight

Dachshund
Douge de Bordeaux
Boxer
Kelpie
Labrador

Ayman Serbest
Samantha Hollis
Shang Wang
Stephanie Lehmann
Tim Stanton-Smith
Christie & Amber Dagher

Mila
Uno

German Shorthaired Pointer
Finnish Lapphund

Bruce

Hungarian Viszla

Diesel

English Staffordshire Terrier

Angelina Sutanto
Wilson Huynh
Jo Chandler
Catherine Fox
Catherine Clarke
Mason O'Keefe

Sakura

Samoyed

Sadie
Casey
Charlie
Mumford

English Setter
Doberman
Cavoodle
Kelpie
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Rumpole’s First Trial (one pooch shares his experience)
From the “Rumpole Chronicles” by Helen Chapman (with apologies to John Mortimer)
Prelude: I haven’t had a dog for a very long time, living
overseas, working too hard, you get the idea. The last
dog I had was a Shetland Sheepdog called Bogart
when I was a teenager. Bogart was unfortunately a
very shy dog and I had one unsuccessful attempt at
trialling where he completely failed the stand for
exam.
So once Rumpole came along, I decided it would be
great if I could get him an obedience title or two. I’ve
always admired the top level obedience dogs and how
clever they are – take some time one Sunday morning
to watch Anna run her dog through the ring – it’s really
impressive stuff. Hopefully Rumpole will one day be as
good! Rumpole’s account of his first trial follows:
Rumpole’s Story

Picture by Lynn Phillips

“A Trial? A trial?” overheard Rumpole, “Criminal or civil? – a case something suitably fitting to my
distinguished legal name I hope!” Hmm – no, not THAT sort of trial – an Obedience Trial, there must be
some mistake! But no, She Who Must Be Obeyed (SWMBO) has entered us for our very first trial at the
Westernport Obedience Dog Club at the Community Companion Dog (CCD) level.
Lots of things to do before we can even put the entry in – first joining VicDogs, then registering ME as
the one and only RUMPOLE. Many weeks passed before we received the registration certificate and it
only arrived just in time before the trial entry closed.
Oh, it’s all about ME – there is no defendant! SWMBO certainly has the practice at heart. On lead
heeling, automatic sits, stands, drops, right turns, left turns, right about turns, left about turns (can we
stop now, I’m getting dizzy!). Fast pace, slow pace, normal pace, so much fun down the park every
morning before work! There’s a stand for (cross) examination and a recall (of at least one witness), plus
a one minute sit stay and a down stay for a whole two minutes. Of course, we also do my favourite
thing each Sunday morning and Wednesday evening – DOG SCHOOL!
The week coming up to the trial was pretty wet and SWMBO keeps asking me to drop on the damp
grass – not impressed – Rumpole will get his little tummy wet, ah, but I might do it for a glass of
Pommeroys best claret! (or a dog treat).
So, the morning of the Trial – we hop in the car – me, SWMBO and Head of Chambers and drive down
to KCC park in Skye. We arrive 15 minutes before registrations open and who do we see? Glyn with
Gracie – she’s competing in the same trial and who else? It’s Anna! But she doesn’t want my muddy
paws on her clean clothes – how disappointing! After SWMBO picks up our Ring Entry Number and
catalogue (look – there’s my name, I’m number 19 in the ring!) we go for a bit of a walk in the
“cloisters” behind the club house – very wet and boggy and SWMBO STILL wants me to drop on the wet
grass and she only gives me a treat sometimes! She does tell me I’m a very good boy, though.
Soon it’s 11o’clock and time for the first dog to be called into the CCD ring. Numbers 1 & 2 are no
shows – where is number 3? OK, how about number 4? Finally underway, SWMBO is watching very
closely, a stand, then a right turn, a left turn, a right about turn and into the figure of eight ... ho hum,
doesn’t seem too hard?
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After we’ve witnessed the first couple of dogs, SWMBO takes me for another walk consultation – this
time along a line of trees – lots of lovely smells. We make sure we’re back at the ring well before our
number is called. Head of Chambers has disappeared, something about not wanting to distract me.
Ah Ha – the Steward has called - case number 19 is in session – that’s me – we’ll show these other
dogs how it’s done! We walk into ring and I sit next to SWMBO by the start post. Then we’re off, heeling
nicely, nice sharp turns, into the figure of eight we go. Oh NO! SWMBO hasn’t quite left me enough
room to do a proper sit next to the Steward! Oh well, six points lost, we move on, out of the figure of
eight and heeling nicely up the ring. Slow pace, normal pace, a DROP (and yes, I did it!), fast pass and a
sit at the end.
Now I must stand and the Judge (luckily not the “old Bull”) will conduct the Stand for Exam. SWMBO
tells me to Stand and Stay, the nice Judge lets me sniff her hand then she runs it down my back. I twist
my head and wag my tail, but I keep all four paws firmly on the ground. “Return to your dog” said the
Judge, and SWMBO walks around me and stands beside me, “Exercise finished”. “YES” says SWMBO
and I get a big pat.
Time for the recall – hmm, which end do I want to run to? Where all the people and other dogs are (and
the BBQ – lots of lovely smells from there!), “ We’ll call to the other end of the ring” says SWMBO. My
lead is off and handed to the steward, Sit, WAIT and SWMBO walks away from me until the Judge says
about turn, halt. I’m watching very closely, I know I’m not supposed to move until I’m called, yes, there’s
the command and I’m off! OH NO, SWMBO has moved her hands as I’m running towards her! I know I’m
supposed to sit nicely in front, you don’t need to tell me! That’s two points down the drain! Exercise
finished, says the Judge and SWMBO gives me lots of pats. So, that’s it for the individual exercises, now
an adjournment to await the finish of the other dogs before the group stays. SWMBO thinks the jury will
be out on this one.
Glyn and Gracie are coming up at number 22, so we sit quietly to watch. All good with the heeling, no
problems there, come on Gracie you can do it, but alas! Gracie has wobbled under a tough cross
examination from the Judge – bad luck. Only one more dog to go, then time for the group stays. Once
case 23 has finished, we take a quick look at the scores – ah ha! We have 62 points, which means if I
do my stays, we’ll finish with 92 points and our first pass at CCD.
As there are so many dogs in the CCD ring, the stays are split into two groups. We’re in the second
group. The first group finish the stays – no one broke, all good. Now it’s my turn. Line up number in
order and stop next to the marker on the ground in the ring. Are we all ready for the SIT stay? STAY –
says SWMBO, and walks across the ring, about turns and halts when the Judge instructs. One minute
doesn’t seem very long, but SWMBO seems to think its forever! Back She comes and I stay nicely in
place.
Now for the down stay. You know – I’ve been dropping on this wet grass all day and I really don’t want
to do it this time – can’t I just stay sitting? The Judge asks – are you ready? NO says SWMBO. She
reaches into her pocket and rustles her hand, my ears prick up – a TREAT? I’m dropping! But she’s
misled the witness, your honour! There was no treat! This must be grounds for an appeal, your honour!
But the Judge and SWMBO appear as one on this deception. STAY is the command and SWMBO is off
again.
I wait, there is so much going on – dumbbells thrown in the next ring, dogs walking past and I’m sure
there’s a fresh lot of sausages on the BBQ and no silence in the court. My head is up and I’m looking
around, surmising the case for an adjournment – SWMBO must be thinking this is the longest 2
minutes ever when the Judge says – Return – and back She comes, stands next to me – exercise
finished – now for the summing up – YIPPEE – a PASS in our first CCD trial! So what do I get? A Silk
(ribbon) or just a sows ear?
Our next event was the Northern Obedience Dog Club Trial – where we attempted our 2nd pass in CCD!
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MEMBERS TRIAL RESULTS
Class: AM – Community Companion Dog
1st
Ms B G Burnup
Doenitz Burnup
4th
Ms H Chapman
Rumpole

Schnauzer
Associate

Class: AM – Novice / Companion Dog
2nd Ms P Windlow
Daventri Soldier Windlow CCD RE JD ET

Judge: Mr Graham Eades
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel 135 points NQ

Class: AM – Open / Companion Dog Excellent
2nd Mr R M Sciberras
Spritzee Stealingmoments CD RA
T.Ch Reveirter Xmas Last Christmas CD
4th
Helen Lawson
RA TSDX ET

Judge: Mr Bernie Wilkinson
Schnauzer (Miniature)
160 points NQ

Class: AM – Utility Dog Ring 1
3rd
Mr Ron M Sciberras
Spritzee Inflight CDX RAE JD AD

Judge: Mr Barry Cotton
Schnauzer (Miniature)
60 points NQ

Class: AM – Utility Dog Excellent
1st
Alfred Briffa
Quilz God Of Thunder UD QND

Judge: Mr Barry Cotton
German Shorthaired Pointer
125 points NQ

Class: AM – Rally Advanced A
T.Ch Reveirter Xmas Last Christmas CD
3rd
Helen Lawson
RA TSDX ET

Judge: Mr Lee Rodrigues
96 points
91 points

Labrador Retriever

Judge: Mr Mark Klecka
Labrador Retriever

Class: AM – Rally Excellent A
1st

Helen Lawson

127 points NQ

90 points
Judge: Mr Mark Klecka

T.Ch Reveirter St Searc CCD RA TSDX ET Labrador Retriever

Class: AM – Rally Master

97 points

Judge: Mrs Julie Morrison

6th

Glenys Barnes

Pascal CDX RAE

7th

Anna Del Bono

Ch Nordenstamm Zara CDX RM RAE ET

8th

Ms P Windlow

Neut Ch Daventri Midnight Dash CDX RM
JD RAE3 ET

Dr Pam Oliver

Magpielane Racing Wind CD RE AD

Associate
Belgian Shepherd Dog
(Malinois)

90 points

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

88 points

Nova Scotia Duck Tolling
Retriever

80 points NQ

88 points

Special Awards Morning Trial
Highest Scoring Northern Member in Trial
Ron Sciberras
Spritzee Stealingmoments CDX RA

Schnauzer (Miniature)

160 points NQ

Colin & Marcia Hall Memorial Sash
Awarded to Highest Scoring Northern Member in Novice Class
Ms P Windlow
Daventri Soldier Windlow CCD RE JD ET
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

135 points NQ

Trish Blundell Memorial Sash Awarded to Highest Scoring Northern Member in CCD Class
Ms B G Burnup
Doenitz Burnup
Schnauzer
96 points
Class: PM – Community Companion Dog
4th
Ms B G Burnup
Doenitz Burnup

Schnauzer

Class: PM – Novice / Companion Dog
3rd
Ms P Windlow
Daventri Soldier Windlow CCD RE JD ET

Judge: Mr Mark Klecka
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel
173 points NQ

Class: PM – Open / Companion Dog Excellent
4th
Mr R M Sciberras
Spritzee Stealingmoments CDX RA

Judge: Mr David Hutson
Schnauzer (Miniature)
177 points
Nova Scotia Duck Tolling
145 points NQ
Retriever

5th

Dr Pam Oliver

Magpielane Racing Wind CD RE AD

Judge: Mr Barry Cotton
91 points
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Class: PM – Utility Dog Ring 1
1st
Mr Ron M Sciberras
Spritzee Inflight CDX RAE JD AD

Judge: Mr Bernie Wilkinson
Schnauzer (Miniature)
89 points NQ

Class: PM – Utility Dog Ring 2

Judge: Mr Bernie Wilkinson
Belgian Shepherd Dog
100 points NQ
(Malinois)

Anna Del Bono

Ch Nordenstamm Zara CDX RM RAE ET

Class: PM – Rally Advanced A
T.Ch Reveirter Xmas Last Christmas CD
2nd Helen Lawson
RA TSDX ET
Class: PM – Rally Excellent A
1st

Helen Lawson

Judge: Mrs Julie Morrison
Labrador Retriever

Judge: Mrs Julie Morrison

T.Ch Reveirter St Searc CCD RA TSDX ET Labrador Retriever

Class: PM – Rally Master
5th

Dr Pam Oliver

Magpielane Racing Wind CD RE AD

6th

Ms P Windlow

7th

Glenys Barnes

Neut Ch Daventri Midnight Dash CDX RM
JD RAE3 ET
Pascal CDX RAE

9th

Anna Del Bono

Ch Nordenstamm Zara CDX RM RAE ET

95 points

98 points

Judge: Mr Mark Klecka
Nova Scotia Duck Tolling
99 points
Retriever
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

98 points

Associate
Belgian Shepherd Dog
(Malinois)

98 points
96 points

Special Awards Afternoon Trial
Highest Scoring Northern Member in Trial
Ms P Windlow
Daventri Soldier Windlow CCD RE JD ET

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

173 points

Colin & Marcia Hall Memorial Sash
Awarded to Highest Scoring Northern Member in Novice Class
Ms P Windlow
Daventri Soldier Windlow CCD RE JD ET
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

173 points

Trish Blundell Memorial Sash Awarded to Highest Scoring Northern Member in CCD Class
91 points
Ms B G Burnup
Doenitz Burnup
Schnauzer

More photos by Lynn Phillips over page
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ON THE OVAL AT THE TRIAL!
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DOG NETTING FENCE – VICTORIA
Photos and text by Peter Dapiran

As early as the 1800s in Australia fences were constructed to try to control the access of dogs and vermin
to fertile southern areas of Australia.
By the late 1870s it was clear that pastoral occupation of the Mallee was unsustainable due to rabbits
and dingoes. One government initiative to control vermin was the construction, in 1885, of a vermin-proof
fence, known locally as 'The Dog Netting' to prevent the rabbits and wild dogs from moving south. The
fence stretched 204 miles from Tyntynder on the Murray River to the South Australian border. In effect it
divided the land worth saving from that which was not. Within a decade the boundary was made
redundant as it was realized the Mallee was highly suited to wheat growing.
The cairn shown below commemorates the construction of the dog-netting fence which crossed the
Calder highway at the point shown. Part of the fence is included with the memorial.

The cairn which is the Dog Netting Fence monument sits
half way between Wycheproof and Sea Lake, at the corner
of the Calder Highway and Dog Netting Road.
The stone cairn, which commemorates the dog fence that
ran from Tyntynder, was constructed by the Wycheproof
Shire Council.
The fence ran for 330 kilometres, and was built in 1885 to
“prevent wild dogs and other vermin entering farmlands to
the south”, according to the commemorative plaque.
Remnants of the fence are still visible near the cairn.
Wycheproof, which is 277 kilometres from Melbourne, lies at the base of Mount Wycheproof, which is
claimed to be the smallest registered mountain in the world, with its summit 43 metres above the
surrounding plains (but 148 metres above sea level).
No one can explain exactly what a “registered” mountain is.
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CLASS PROMOTIONS - CONGRATULATIONS
September
4-Sep-16
4-Sep-16
4-Sep-16
7-Sep-16
7-Sep-16
18-Sep-16
18-Sep-16
18-Sep-16
18-Sep-16
18-Sep-16
18-Sep-16
18-Sep-16
25-Sep-16
25-Sep-16
25-Sep-16
25-Sep-16
25-Sep-16

Handler
Mary Saba & Michael Gill
David & Tracey McCleane
Carole Geddes
Tim Stanton-Smith
Heather Hayes
Carmelo Salnato
Angelina Sutanto
Wilson Huynh
Penny Windlow
Michele Howard
Rodger White
Chris and Karen Sykes
Ken & Jenny Owen
Shang Wang & Samantha Hollis
Nicholas Copland & Natasha Sung
Michelle Hoffman
Matt Huang

Dog's Name
Ubu
Eddie
Fergus
Bruce
Dash
Daisy
Sakura
Sakura
George
Fenton
Karma
Zoe
Winter
Uno
Magnus
Ralph
Rio

Class
P-1
P-1
2-3
1-2
1-2
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
1-2
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK
Congratulations to all the handlers and dogs who have passed into the next class. Keep up your regular training and
you will be amazed at how quickly you will progress through the classes.
If you experience difficulty with a particular exercise speak to your Instructor. They will be only too happy to assist
you in overcoming the problem or they will direct you to someone who will be able to give you advice.

MEMBER PROFILE –

-

CLUB SECRETARY

HOWLER THANKS GLENYS
Glenys was born in the country town of Terang into a Salvation Army family
which entailed constant relocation as a child.
After her schooling she trained as a dental therapist treating primary school
children but later opened a retail fabric store teaching sewing.
Her family always had dogs but it was not until she moved to Yarraville, and
into a small unit, that she obtained her first Great Dane Sheeba which she
trained at Altona Dog Obedience Club. She subsequently owned another
Great Dane Cimba which she also trained at Altona.
After Cimba died 11 years later Glenys just happened to be driving as a
Commonwealth Games volunteer when she saw an advertisement in the
Herald for her standard Poodle Pascal who had a few problems with other
dogs. As Glenys lives in Moonee Ponds, and has done so on and off for
around 30 years, she trained him at NODC where she has become an
Instructor and a Committee member and now owns an additional Standard
Poodle, Jacques, also at NODC.
Currently at NODC Glenys is both Club Secretary and Trial Secretary and is
pretty much responsible for all events. She is also active in Agility and
Trialling as well as many other interests.
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Class Exercises

Puppies (8 weeks to 24 weeks)
No exercises are tested for promotion to
next class:
 Socialisation with all puppies on lead;
 Retrieve on the flat on lead;
 Recall on lead;
 Puppy push up
 Heeling on a short lead;
 Examination of Puppy;
 Stays;
 Games, Q&A Session.
Class 2
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class One exercises plus:
 Heel slow pace;
 Right turn;
 Recall on lead dog to sit in front of the
handler;
 Stand Stay;
 Stand for Examination (handler in front)
(Food may be used as a lure.);
 Drop from Sit (beside and in front of
handler).
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Dog Introduction.

Class 4 (Community Companion Dog)
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class 3 exercises plus,
 Heel on lead with lead in the left hand;
 Small amount of heeling off lead;
 All stays off lead (when dog is reliable, long
lead if not) (Sit 1 minute Down 3 minutes);
 Recall and return to dog.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat off lead;
 Drop from the Stand position (handler in
front of dog);
 Finish to the recall;
 Ring Craft.

Class 1
Exercises tested for promotion to
next class:
 Heel normal pace;
 Sit;
 Stand (alongside handler);
 Right-about Turn;
 Sit Stay (complete exercise);
 Recall on lead (Dog does not have to sit)
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Drop.

Class 3
Exercises tested for promotion to next
class:
 All Class Two exercises plus:
 Heel fast pace;
 Heel in figure 8 including sits;
 Automatic sit;
 Drop while heeling;
 Left turn and Left about turn. (both
methods);
 Stand for examination (handler in
front.) (Food may be used only as a
reward.);
 All stays progressing to lead on
ground (Sit 30 sec Down 1 minute)
 Finish to recall on lead;
Class
Recall
off lead dog; dog to sit in front.
5 (Novice)
Exercises
tested for
next
class:
Other
exercises
to promotion
be taughttobut
not
 All Class Four exercises plus,
tested:
Heel free;on the flat on lead.
 Retrieve
 Recall off lead (complete exercise 12
metres);
 All stays off lead if reliable.
(Sit 1 minute down 3 minutes);
 Stand for examination off lead;
 Retrieve on the flat.

Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Commence high & broad jumps;
 Ring Craft.
Class Six
Full Open Program
Class Seven
Full UD Program
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Notice is hereby given that the 2016 Annual General
Meeting of the Northern Obedience Dog Club Inc will be
held on Sunday 27 November 2016, at 11:00am, at the
NODC Clubhouse.

As the nomination period will commence at the end of
September 2016 members who are interested in
nominating should ensure that their membership is
financial at the time of the AGM.

All classes start at 10:00am.

Membership renewal is due on 1 October 2016 and,
although the club allows a 3 month grace period for
renewal, members must be financial to nominate for
the Committee and also to vote at the AGM.

Purpose of the AGM is:
 Receive the President’s report and the Secretary’s
report.


Receive Treasurer’s report and Audited financial
Statement.



Election of Office Bearers and Committee.
(a) a President; and
(b) a Vice-President; and
(c) a Secretary; and
(d) a Treasurer; and
(e) ordinary members up to a maximum of 10.

A copy of the official nomination form is available from
the front desk. The completed nomination form must be
received by the Secretary prior to the AGM.
(The four Office Bearers of the Committee must be
financial members of the Victorian Canine Association
Incorporated. Committee members must have each
been a voting member of NODC for 3 months prior to
election.)


Other General Business that has been notified in
writing and notice given to members not less than
21 days prior to the meeting.



Presentation of the Annual Awards.

Committee members play an important part in running
the club on behalf of the members and people are
needed to take office bearer roles such as President,
Secretary and Treasurer as well as general roles
arranging social events and dog competition events.
Members often do not appreciate the need to attend
these meetings, however, in order to hold a valid
meeting a quorum of 5% of members entitled to vote is
required.
The Constitution can be read on the NODC web page,
however for those who are interested, S52 provides that
during a period commencing two months prior to the
AGM and ending one week prior to the AGM an eligible
person may nominate for a position on the Committee.
Should the number of nominations be less than the
maximum allowed, those nominated will be deemed
elected. Other vacant positions may be filled at the
AGM in accordance with S54 which details the voting
procedure.
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Peter Dapiran



A bitter and complex divorce and property settlement battle has been raging in Sydney. A Mr Young
evicted his former wife from a hotel they jointly owned and she was managing. The bitterness escalated
when he ordered two Terriers owned by his wife, Fluffy and Molly, to be put down.



Karachi, Pakistan, a city of 20 million, has a stray dog problem. 6500 people were treated for dog bites
last year and 3700 so far this year. The city has started to cull the strays using poison baited chicken
meat, raising criticism from local animal rights activists.



Australian ultra-marathon runner, Dion Leonard, had a new best friend follow him during a 250 km run
across the Gobi Desert, Kashgar. The dog followed the marathon party for 125 km and became attached
to Dion. And Dion became attached to the dog, now called Gobi, naturally. Crowd funding is raising the
funds to take Gobi home to Scotland, where Dion now lives.



Toby, a nine-year-old rescue Staffordshire Bull Terrier, was killed by an attacker who wrapped the dogs
head in duct tape causing it to suffocate. The attacker is still to be found.



University of Portsmouth, UK, claim their study suggests that dogs can understand when we have lost
something of value to us. And in the laboratory, can try to help us find it. More research is needed to
ensure that the dogs are not playing a version of fetching the lost object. Perhaps we can train car keys
to find lost dogs.



Taipei, Taiwan, has emerged as the dog fashion capital of the world. Dogs parade in all manner of
costume, including matching helmet for the owner with a motor bike. Night market stalls parade
pampered pooches modelling their wares. Taiwanese are concerned that the dogs are becoming child
substitutes. This is reflected in the depressed birth rate.



A Western Australia policeman had his nose bitten by Staffordshire Terrier. The policeman was lying on
the ground after being pushed over by a youth he had been chasing. The youth is off to court. The
policeman has had plastic surgery carried out on his nose.



Near Bendigo, Victoria, a toddler was bitten on the face by a mixed breed dog. The girl was flown to the
Royal Children’s Hospital for facial surgery. The dog was put down by the owner.



Polo, the Baltimore, USA, family dog is credited with saving the life of a baby. The baby was in a second
floor bedroom when a fire broke out downstairs. The dog laid on top of the baby allegedly to protect it
from the flames. The dog died but the baby was hospitalised with severe burns.



Roomba is a robotic vacuum cleaner. Under normal circumstances it propels itself around the room
picking up dust and dog’s hair. An Arkansas, USA, Roomba and dog owner found out what happens with
devastating effect when Roomba meets dog poo left by the owner’s puppy. The robot happily followed its
programmed travel path smearing the poo all over the owner’s floor.



Thor, a Bernese Mountain and Australian Shepherd cross, stolen from his home in British Columbia,
Canada (on the Pacific coast), was re-united with its family two years later, after the family had moved to
Nova Scotia, on the Atlantic coast of Canada. A number of coincidences, and a persistent receptionist at
a dog rescue centre, resulted in a happy reunion, with Thor obviously remembering its owners after the
two year absence.



And in California, USA, Murphy, a Golden Retriever, became lost in a national park, to be found again
after two years. The owners created a Facebook page for Murphy, which was instrumental in getting
Murphy back to its owners.



In 2012-14, 246 dog attacks on humans and dogs were reported in Moonee Valley, not all of which
resulted in a serious injury to a person. This is far less than in Darebin where 830 attacks were reported.
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MEMBERS INDIVIDUAL TESTING DAY
2 October 2016
The Members Individual Testing Day is a day where members are put through the
Class exercises with an Instructor, individually in a ring.
This day was a great success and we congratulate all those members who achieved a
pass on the day. We do hope you had an enjoyable time.
Thanks to all those people who volunteered, Robert, Roger, Denise, Ian, Leo and
Joanne for setting up the rings and getting the equipment down to the ground and for
those members who helped dismantle the rings and put the equipment away. Nancy
and the catering team, Keith and Barbara who cooked the BBQ. All the instructors
who judged the competitors and Margaret Deakes for judging the higher classes,
please accept our grateful thanks. Nancy, Erna, Judith, Kirti, Janelle and Jennifer who
kept the office ticking over. Without your help these days would just not be possible.
Special thanks to Glenys Barnes who arranged and organised the event.

RESULTS
Class 1 – Judge Frances Hammer
1st – Mel Brown with Penny, achieved a pass
2nd – Jenny Owen with Winter
3rd – Leah Hickey with Moby

Class 3 – Judge Peter Dapiran
1st – Margaret Bishop with Hilda
2nd – Aaron Mountjoy with Buddy
3rd – Claire McConville with Heidi

Class 1 – Judge Leo Carroll &
Jennifer Godber
st
1 – Stephanie Lehmann with Bruce, achieved
a pass
2nd – Ayhan Serbest with Mila, achieved a pass
3rd – Ellie Monaghan with Quinn
Louise Torney with Daisy, achieved a pass
Jessica Taylor with Arn, achieved a pass

Class 4 – Judge Anna Del Bono
1st – Michael Driscoll with Tess
2nd – Linda Green with Juno
3rd – Bruno Savi with Sammy

Class 2 – Judge Roger White
1st – Jennifer Godber with Maggie, achieved a
pass
2nd – Tim Stanton-Smith with Bruce
3rd – Cindy Harrison with Oscar
Leo Carroll with Shadow, achieved a pass
Class 2 – Judge Geoff Turp
1st – Nicole Barker with Gruff, achieved a pass
2nd – Andre Godden with Bobby
3rd – Geoff Tuttundjian with Andre

Class 5 – Judge Margaret Deakes
1st – Glenys Barnes with Jake, achieved a
pass
2nd – John O’Sullivan with Darcy, achieved a
pass
3rd – Helen Chapman with Rumpole
6 Class – Judge Margaret Deakes
1st – Helen Lawson with Oaka
Class 7 – Judge Margaret Deakes
1st – Glenys Barnes with Pascal
Junior Handler
1st – Poppy Eltringham-Smith with Lolly
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Thanks
Glenys and
Ian for all
this!

NOTICE: DAY OUT AT KEPALA

Photo by Lynn Phillips

On Saturday 29 October 2016 the club is holding a day
out at Kepala. Come and enjoy a day out with your dog
and meet other members socially at our BBQ.
The cost is $20 per head and bookings can be made from
now on at the desk at the club house.

Kepala Pet Resort, situated in tranquil countryside, provides five star luxury
accommodations, including large grassed areas where your dog can play safely.
Kepala Pet Resort is operated by Kevin and Pauline Lacy, family and staff.
Visit our website for more information: http://www.kepala.com.au/
We invite you to visit and view our complex prior to making a booking.
Address: 55 Edwards Rd, Diggers Rest, Victoria 3427 | Phone: (03) 9740 1272
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Northern Obedience
Dog Club is a
non-profit organisation
staffed by volunteers
dedicated to promoting the
training and understanding of the dog,
so that it can be accepted as a true
companion in our urban society.
The Club trains people to train their dogs
to be obedient, companionable and
useful. The club provides you with the
opportunity to train your dog, and the
fact that our club and others like us exist,
show how much interest in dog training
as a hobby has increased. Training for
most people can be a hobby that is
enjoyed by both dog and owner.
See our website for more details.

Northern Obedience Dog Club

Helping YOU train your dog!

Looking for photos and updates?

LIKE us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/Northern
ObedienceDogClub

NON SEQUITEUR
Denise Gardner
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